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PREFACE

Gherardo Gnoli (Rome 1937 – Cagli 2012) was one of the most distinguished
scholars of pre-Islamic Iran. From 1965 to 1993 he was Professor of Iranian
Philology at the Istituto Universitario Orientale of Naples (now L’Orientale Uni-
versity), of  which he was also Rector from 1970 to 1978. Then, from 1993 to 2008
he was appointed Professor of the “Religious History of Iran and Central Asia”
at the University of Rome La Sapienza, and Professor Emeritus since 2009. It was
mainly due to Gherardo Gnoli’s work and teaching that Iranian philology in Italy
was able to grow into a distinct field of studies parallel to that of Persian studies.
He was a member of many scientific academies. From 1979 to 1995, succeeding
Giuseppe Tucci and Sabatino Moscati, he was President of the Istituto Italiano
per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente (IsMEO) and since 1995 of the Istituto Italiano
per l’Africa e l'Oriente (IsIAO). As President of the IsMEO, he contributed signif-
icantly to the expansion of Italian research work in Asia (after 1995 also in Africa)
by increasing both the size of the related disciplines and the geographical areas
involved. He was also a founding member of the Societas Iranological Europaea
(SIE), and it is not mere coincidence that, as long as the IsIAO was active, the of-
ficial seat of the Societas was located at the Institute.

As Rector of the Istituto Universitario Orientale, he was the main promoter of
a far reaching reform which was destined to transform an antiquated institution
devoted to the study of a few languages and cultures of modern Asia and Africa
into a modern, highly specialised university, in which the cultures of Asia and
Africa were studied in their historical premises and modern developments, as well
as in their interactions with European cultures.

Already in 2003 a number of his pupils and friends offered to Gherardo a vol-
ume on the occasion of his 65th birthday. The scope of this volume was restricted
to only one of the main fields of interest of the dedicatee, viz. pre-Islamic Iranian
religions approached from a historical and philological point of view; conse-
quently the volume appeared as Religious themes and texts of pre-Islamic Iran and
Central Asia in the series “Beiträge zur Iranistik” of Reichelt Verlag directed by
Nicholas Sims-Williams. 

Approaching his seventy-fifth birthday, some friends insisted that the main
Italian institutions in which Gherardo had been active should offer a volume of
studies in his honour; and Gherardo, though somewhat reluctantly, admitted that



a volume connected with his name could be conceived only as a joint effort of
L’Orientale University and IsIAO.

Major problems distracted the attention of Gherardo and his friends in the
subsequent months, and during 2012 two sad events happened almost simultane-
ously, Gherardo’s passing and the IsIAO dissolution by the Italian Berlusconi Gov-
ernment.

It was clear at this point that the projected volume should be realised. After
the re-foundation of ISMEO as an International Association in 2012, it was decided
that the new Association should join L’Orientale University in the project, that an
international editorial board with fifteen leading Iranianists should be set up, and
that the volume should be edited by Enrico Morano, Elio Provasi and Adriano V.
Rossi, and the invitation to contribute should be circulated among senior col-
leagues and friends who had on occasions discussed with the dedicatee different
questions of Iranian philology stricto sensu.

The present volume benefited from the collaboration and support of many peo-
ple and institutions, above all L’Orientale University and ISMEO. We are deeply
indebted to the colleagues and friends who readily accepted the invitation to join
the editorial board of this volume; we profoundly miss the scheduled contributions
by Werner Sundermann and Richard Frye; other colleagues, though unable to
comply with our request for a contribution for different reasons, expressed their
appreciation of the initiative. We are grateful to all colleagues who have con-
tributed articles.

Enrico Morano
Elio Provasi

Adriano V. Rossi

A bibliography of the works (1961-2007) of Gherardo Gnoli has been published in Biblio-
grafia di Gherardo Gnoli pubblicata nella ricorrenza del suo 700 compleanno il 6 dicembre
2007, Roma, Aléxandros, 2007; all updates of the bibliography up to 2013 will be included
in a second editition (in the press).
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london

The Advance of the Daēnā:
The Vištāsp Yašt and an Obscure Word in the Hāδōxt Nask

in two fundamental articles, Gherardo Gnoli and Shaul Shaked have shown
independently from one another that the distinction between two types of existence,
one spiritual and immortal, the other material and mortal, lies at the heart of the
zoroastrian religion and gives rise to a range of other ideas.1 the concept of two
judgements, one individual and the other universal, is one of these. individual
judgement affects the soul and happens each time a person has died, while the uni-
versal judgement concerns the body. When a person passes away, their immortal
spiritual part, represented by the soul, leaves the body and on the fourth morning
moves on to face judgement. depending on the outcome, the soul subsequently
awaits the resurrection of the body at the end of time either in ahura Mazdā’s
‘house of Welcome,’ the garō dǝmāna, or in the ‘house of deceit,’ where evil
dwells.

in the avesta, the journey of the soul after death is alluded to on several oc-
casions in the Gāthās and in the Younger avesta. in the latter it forms the subject
of a coherent narrative in two texts which re-work the same material and are
largely identical, the hāδōxt nask and the Vištāsp Yašt. Both of these texts are
notorious for their textual problems, despite the fact that they have both come
down to us in some of the most valuable manuscripts of the avesta. the hāδōxt
nask survives in two of the oldest extant codices, k20, of which the latest of its
three colophons dates from 1351 Ce (a.Y. 720), and M51 (= h6), which was
written in Baruch, Gujarat, in 1397.2 the best witnesses of the Vištāsp Yašt,
5010_G18a and 5020_k4, both descend from a manuscript dated 1344 Ce (693
Pārsīg, G18a fol. 38v), which, however, is lost. Both are Vištāsp Yašt Sāde mss.
with ritual instructions in Pahlavi and the eight chapters of the Vištāsp Yašt in-
serted at certain points in between the Gāthās, although in G18a the text of the

1 Gnoli 1963; Shaked 1971. 
2 k20 and M51 (= h6) are widely thought to derive from a common ancestor, see Cereti

2004, who also describes and compares the contents of the two manuscripts and discusses their
colophons. descriptions of M51 (= h6) are also to be found in BartholoMae 1915, pp. 38-72,
who discusses the ms. in great detail, and hauG, WeSt 1872, iii-V. a facsimile edition of k20
was published by ChriStenSen 1931 while images of M51 are available on the website of the
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, digitale Sammlungen. indexed facsimiles of the text of hāδōxt
nask 2 in the mss. k20 and M51 (h6) are reproduced in PiraS 2000, pp. 21-49. 
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Yasna and Visperad is abbreviated.3 the manuscript 5020_k4 is dated
1723/1743.4

the sequence of events as narrated in the hāδōxt nask and Vištāsp Yašt is
identical with the exception that the Vištāsp Yašt only tells the story of the truthful
one. in the hāδōxt nask the accounts of the truthful and deceitful persons’ fates
run parallel to each other, but the former is couched in positive, the latter in neg-
ative terms. the good soul is that of a truthful Mazdā-worshipper, while the bad
one belongs to a deceitful daēva-worshipper who has obstructed the cult of ahura
Mazdā and instead observed ritual practices that are rejected. in the dialogue be-
tween the soul and the daēnā, the latter describes the actions that made her as
beautiful as she appears to the soul:

hn 2.13 (= Vyt 8.7 (59)) yat̰ tum ainim auuaēnōiš 
saocaiiaca kərənauuaṇtəm 
baosauuasca varəxəδrā°°sca varəžiṇtəm 
uruuarō.straiiąsca kərənauuaṇtəm
āat̰ tum nišhiδōiš 
gāϑā°sca srāuuaiiō 
apasca vaŋ ͮ hīš yazəmnō 
ātrəmca ahurahe mazdā°
narəmca ašạuuanəm kuxšnuuąnō 
asnāat̰ca [jasəṇtəm dūrāat̰ca] 5

each time you saw another person
lighting blazing (fires), 
practising baosava-s and varəxəδrā-s
making a scattering of plants,
then you used to sit down 
reciting the Gāthās,
worshipping the good waters,
and the fire of ahura Mazdā,
gratifying the truthful man 
coming from near and from afar.

3 in G18 the Vištāsp Yašt Sāde (fols. 1-38, G18a) is followed by a Visperad Sāde (fols. 39-
262, G18b), whose colophon on fol. 262v mentions the date 996 of the Yazdegerd era (1647
Ce) and by further colophons, including one on fol. 263r lines 1-13 in (new) Persian in avesta
script of the combined manuscript. here (as well as in the following colophon in Pahlavi) the
place of kerman is mentioned (263v l.4). indexed facsimile of G18 were published online by
alBerto Cantera on the website of the avestan digital archive. the numbers given above be-
fore the sigla of some manuscripts refer to those of the avestan digital archive, see the concor-
dance in Cantera 2014, pp. 403-414.

4 Facsimiles of the ms. k4 were published on the website of the avestan digital archive
by J.J. Ferrer. the manuscripts of the Vištāsp Yašt currently known are surveyed by Martinez
Porro 2013.

5 the last two words, which are absent in the extant mss. of the hāδōxt nask, are supplied
from the corresponding passage in Vyt 8.7 (59). their former presence in hn 2.13 is indicated
by its Pahlavi version, where they are translated into Middle Persian.
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the story goes that during the first three days and nights after death the soul
finds itself near the head of the dead body, the good one sitting there composed
and happy and chanting Yasna 43, which is the first hymn of the Uštauuaitī Gāϑā.
the bad one, by contrast, scuttles about by the corpse’s head while desperately
trying to remember and quite unsuccessfully recite the Kamnamaēzā hāiti, which
is Yasna 46, the last hymn of the Uštauuaitī Gāϑā.6 this situation comes to an end
at the dawn of the third night, when the soul of the truthful person seems to feel a
pleasant southerly breeze, see lovely plants and smell a delightful perfume, better
than anything it has ever felt, seen or smelled in its lifetime. By contrast, the soul
of the deceitful daēva-worshipper is exposed to a biting northerly wind, barren
land and a horrible stench. as the soul contemplates what it feels, sees and smells,
it beholds of its own daēnā. 

our extant avestan manuscripts provide a full account of the encounter of the
soul of a truthful person with its daēnā, but they fail us when it comes to that of
the deceitful. at this point the scribes abbreviate, and resume the story only when
the soul of the deceitful one arrives in angra Mainyu’s house of deceit. this is
unfortunate, though perhaps not unintentional, for, although the encounter of the
deceitful soul with its daēnā is expected to run parallel to that of the truthful soul,
it would have been couched in negative terms that are lexically different and rep-
resent the daēvic antonymns of the words which are used in the account of the
good daēnā. While the avestan text of the description of the Bad daēnā is lost, in
the Pahlavi sources she is pictured as the Druj Nasu, the demon of the corpse.7

it is the moment in the narrative when the soul of the truthful person encounters
its own daēnā that this contribution in memory of Gherardo Gnoli focuses on by
discussing a crucial word in the avestan account which has so far resisted analysis.
as the story of the Bad daēnā breaks off at exactly this point in the hāδōxt nask,
we only have the version of the Good daēnā. the relevant passage runs as follows:

6 on the deceitful’s soul unsuccessful attempts at reciting the Gāthās at this stage, see hintze
2016, p. 80.

7 the passages in the Pahlavi sources include aWn 4.9 (good daēnā), 17.9 (bad daēnā) (GiG-
noux 1984, pp. 48, 156f., 72f., 171f. and darMeSteter 1892-93 ii, p. 657 note 30); Mēnōy ī xrad
2.125-126 (good daēnā), 2.168-169 (bad daēnā) (ankleSaria 1913, pp. 23, 30); dādestān ī dēnīg
23.5 (good daēnā), 24.5 (bad daēnā) (JaaFari-dehaGhi 1998, pp. 82-85); Prdd 23.7 (good
daēnā), 23.23 (bad daēnā) (WilliaMS 1990, Vol. i, pp. 118-119, 120-121, Vol. ii pp. 48-49 and
commentary p. 173); irBd 30.14 (good daēnā), 30.18 (bad daēnā) (ankleSaria 1956, pp. 258-
261). For the descriptions of the bad daēnā see also Grenet, zhanG GuanGda 1996 [1996], p.178.

Good daēnā Good daēnā
hn 2.9 aŋ́hā° dim vātaiiā° fr ǝ̄rəṇta saδaiieiti 
yā huua daēna
kainīnō kəhrpa srīraiiā° xšōiϑniiā°

Vyt 8.4 (= 56) aŋ́hā° dim fr ǝ̄rəṇti sadaiieiti  
yā huua daēna
kainīnō kəhrpa srīraiiā° xšōiϑniiā°

fr ǝ̄rəṇta k20 M51a
frǝrənta F12b

fr ǝ̄rəṇti G18a k4 M49 hM1 l5
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three differences between the two texts are to be noted. the Vištāsp Yašt trans-
mits the form frǝ̄rəṇti without variants, while all manuscripts of the hāδōxt 
nask have a form ending in -a. Moreover, the hāδōxt nask inserts the word 
vātaiiā°, which is absent from the Vištāsp Yašt passage. the form looks like the
gen.sg. of an otherwise unknown feminine stem vātā- ‘wind’ and apparently agrees
with the preceding demonstrative pronoun aŋ́hā°.8 Finally, the finite verbal form is
saδaiieiti in the hāδōxt nask, but sadaiieiti in the Vištāsp Yašt. 

BartholoMae 1904, col. 1023 prefers the reading frǝ̄rəṇta of hn 2.9 and in-
terprets it as the loc.sg. of a stem frǝ̄rəṇti-. the noun would be formed from the
root ar ‘to set oneself in motion’ with preverb fra and describe the blowing of the
wind. the nasal before the suffix -ti- would be of secondary origin. in his syntactic
analysis, the ti-abstract governs the pronoun dim, which refers to the soul. the acc.
case of the pronoun denotes the direction towards which the wind blows. the syn-
tactic function of the genitive aŋ́hā° ... vātaiiā° is that of the subject. BartholoMae’s
analysis yields the literal translation: ‘in the blowing of this wind at him (i.e. the
soul),’ or, in his own words, ‘indem sie (die Seele) dieser Wind anweht, wird das
eigene ich sichtbar.’ he takes the verb saδaiieiti as being used as a full verb ‘to
appear’ without any further complement. 

BartholoMae’s interpretation has been widely accepted. thus ColPe 1961,
p. 130 translates ‘im herankommen dieses Windes zu ihr …,’ kellenS 1975, 
p. 464 ‘dans le souffle de ce vent,’ and PiraS 2000, p. 52 ‘nell’avanzare di questo
vento.’ Pirart 2001, p. 105 likewise reads frǝ̄rəṇta and interprets the form with
BartholoMae as the loc.sg. of the ti-abstract. he eliminates the unique feminine
stem vātā- ‘wind’ by conjecturing that aŋ́hā° dim vātaiiā° is corrupt for aŋ́hā° dim
˟auuataiiā°. in his view the latter form displays the spelling -uu- instead of -β- be-
tween vowels and represents the gen.sg. of a verbal adjective *ā-bātā- from the
verb bā ‘to shine.’ the fem. adjective, which literally means ‘she who has shone
forth’ would refer to the dawn. Pirart translates ‘et lors de l’avance de la brillante
(aurore)’ (‘during the advance of the shining (dawn)’).9

however, none of the interpreters who follow BartholoMae in read-
ing frǝ̄rəṇta and analysing the form as the loc.sg. of a ti-abstract attempt to explain
the unwarranted nasal that precedes the suffix -ti-. the nasal is unjustified not only
on morphological grounds, but also because the expected ti-stem from fra-ar is in
fact attested in the abl.sg. form oav. frōrǝtōiš in Y 46.4 and Yav. frǝ̄rətōit̰ in FrW
10.41, and in the instr.sg. frǝ̄rəti in Y 8.2. Pirart 2001, p. 105 considers the nasal
as “secondary” without further discussing its provenance. the only scholar who
tries to explain it is BartholoMae himself, although his attempt is quite desperate.

8 BartholoMae 1904, col. 1409 posits for this passage a fem. stem vātā- ‘wind,’ or possibly
vātiiā-, and compares Ved. vā́tyā-. the latter, however, means ‘strong wind, gale, storm, hurri-
cane’ and is only found in Classical Sanskrit (BoethlinGk, roth 1879, Vol. 6, p. 914; Monier-
WilliaMS 1899, p. 935). 

9 Pirart 2012, p. 25 translates the beginning of hn 2.9: ‘dans l’avancée de cette dernière
aurore et sous ce vent si parfumé, il sent vers lui s’avancer la doctrine qui lui est propre.’
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BartholoMae suggests that the nasal has intruded from an unattested present stem
*ǝrǝnā-, which he postulates for the root ar ‘to set oneself in motion’ on the basis
of the questionable avestan frǝ̄rəṇta and with reference to an alleged Ved. present
r̥ṇāt́i which, however, only occurs in the dhātupāṭha. apart from the fact that there
is no evidence for a nā-present of any of the various homonymous indo-iranian
roots ar, the assumption that such a hypothetical nasal should here have intruded
into the ti-abstract is ad hoc. 

in addition to this morpho-phonological problem, the interpretation of the form
frǝ̄rəṇta as a loc. sg. describing the movement of the wind, also encounters the
syntactic difficulty that the verb saδaiieiti is then used in the absolute sense without
a complement: ‘in the advancing of this wind appears his own Daēnā.’ Bartholo-
Mae 1904, col. 1559 took the absolute use of saṇd for granted on the basis of this
and three more passages. however, the verbal form in those three passages is sanat̰
and this form in fact belongs not to saṇd at all but to the root san ‘to ascend, to
rise,’ for example:

G 5.5 ušā°ŋhəm yazamaide ...
yā sanat̰ aoi haptō.karšuuairīm ząm
We worship dawn, …
who rises over the earth of seven climes.

BartholoMae had erroneously allocated the form sanat̰ to the root saṇd and
not recognized the existence of the oir. root san ‘to ascend, rise.’ it was tedeSCo
who identified this root in avestan and connected it with a wide range of Middle
iranian cognates.10

the verb saṇd ‘to seem, appear’ is an intransitive verb that is not used in the
absolute sense. Syntactically, it requires a complement that describes what the phe-
nomenon which ‘seems’ or ‘appears’ actually consists of, in relation to the subject
of the sentence. the complement may be an adverb, an adjective or a participle.
as first noted by kuiPer 1939, p. 58, the story of the fate of the soul after death as
related in the hāδoxt nask and Vištāsp Yašt provides a number of examples of this
kind of use of saṇd, in particular of the construction where the finite form of this
verb modifies the action denoted by a participle:11

hn 2.7, hn 2.25, Vyt 8.3 (55) viiusą saδaiieiti ‘(the soul) seems be be getting light’
hn 2.7, hn 2.25, Vyt 8.3 (55) vīδārəmnō saδaiieiti ‘(the soul) seems to be held’12

10 tedeSCo 1923, pp. 39-40; cf. kellenS 1984, p. 109 n. 19 (with references).
11 kellenS 1984, p. 337. 
12 in both passages of the hāδōxt nask the mss. k20 and M51 transmit the reduplicated form

vīdiδārəmnō. kellenS 1984, pp. 25 f. considers two possibilities to explain the reduplication: ei-
ther the form belongs to the root dar ‘to hold’ and is the medio-passive equivalent of rV 3.2.10
dīdharat ‘he deposits,’ or it is corrupted from *vi(ti)tāraiiamnō. the first possibility is unlikely
because, as kellenS himself rightly notes (1984, p. 32 n. 9), the causative aor. represented by
Ved. dīdharat has no equivalent in av., see on the Vedic causative aorists JaMiSon 1983, 
pp. 216-219. kellenS concludes that “vīdiδārəmnō ne peut alors représenter que *vidāraiiamnō” 
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hn 2.7, hn 2.25  ādim vātō +upa.vāiiō13 sadaiieiti ‘a wind seems to be blowing at him’
hn 2.8 hn 2.26, Vyt 8.3 (55) təm vātəm nā°ŋhaiia uzgrəmbiiō14 saδaiieiti ‘(the soul) seems

to sense this wind with the nose’ 

(1984, p. 32 n. 9, 152), which in turn would go back to *vi(ti)tāraiiamnō. he postulates that -d-
for -t- is due to Middle iranian influence, while -aiiamnō for transmitted -ǝmnō admittedly
“relève de la correction arbitraire” (1984, p. 26). PiraS 2000, pp. 87 f. seems to accept this pro-
posal. as far as the form in the parallel passage Vyt 8.3 (55) is concerned, WeSterGaard 1852-
54, p. 311 follows the text of the hāδōxt nask in editing vīdiδārəmnō, but here the manuscripts
5020_k4 (fol. 174v l.5) and M49 (fol. 38r l.4) in fact transmit vīδārəmnō and 5040_hM1 (fol.
13r l.13) vīdārəmnō. the reading of 5010_G18a (fol. 27v l.11-12) is likewise without redupli-
cation, although here only vīδā- is legible, while the second half of the word is partly covered
by an ink blot. the reading of the Vištāsp Yašt is to be preferred over that of the hāδōxt nask
as it dispenses with the assumption of Middle Persian influence and the arbitrary correction of
the text proposed by kellenS. the form vīδārəmnō belongs to the root dar ‘to hold’ and is for-
med from the present stem dāra- that is also attested in the active nidārat̰ in Yt 19.34, see hintze
1994, pp. 194 f. the form vīδārəmnō is thus a further instance where the text of the Vištāsp Yašt
transmits the better variant reading. 

13 the words of this line and the following up to naēmaēibiiō (hn 2.7) are absent from Vyt
8.3 (55). in hn 2.7 and 25 the ms. k20 transmits upā.vāuuō and upa.vātō respectively while
M51 and F12 have upa. vāuuō in both passages. the context suggests that the form describes
the action of the wind (vātō) and a form from the verb vā would make good sense, but the -uu-
after ā causes problems. BartholoMae 1904, col. 1406 interprets ā ... upa.vāuuō as the
nom.sg.m. of an otherwise unattested reduplicated present participle vāuuaṇt- or of an adj.
vāuua-, with preverbs ā and upa. according to SChindler 1982, p. 195 fn. 49 the form upa.
vāuuō is the nom.sg.m. of a present participle *upā̆uuāuuaṇt- < *upa-au̯a-(H)u̯-ant- ‘hinzuwe-
hend,’ from the root vā ‘to blow.’ however, while the long ā in *-auuāuuaṇt- can be explained
by the initial laryngeal of the root ie *h2u̯eh1, the accumulation of three preverbs ā … upa-auua-
seems unwarranted. kellenS 1984, pp. 137, 337 f. (followed by PiraS 2000, p. 88) suggests to
emend +upa.vāiiō and to interpret the form as the nom.sg.m. of the participle of a present stem
vaiia- of the root vā ‘to blow.’ the correction of -uu- to -ii- is unexeptionable, but the problem
is that vā ‘to blow’ normally forms a root present. although a ya-present is attested in Ved. vāýa,
its meaning ‘to become tired, exhausted, fade away’ (see hoFFMann 1967, p. 26 = 1976, p. 466),
makes little sense in the context of hn 2.7 and 25. kellenS 1984, p. 138 n. 8 has himself noted
the divergent meaning of iir. *u̯āi̯a- and the uncertainty of an av. present stem vaiia- from vā
‘to blow.’ in fact, BartholoMae 1904, cols. 1406 f., already recognized that the present stem
vaiia- belongs to a different root ²vā ‘to go out, extinguish,’ whose ie ancestor is reconstructed
by nuSSBauM 1998, pp. 73 ff. as *h1u̯eh2, see also küMMel, rix 2001, p. 254. thus, the emen-
dation +upa.vāiiō is only justified if crossing with the present stem of ²vā ‘to go out, estinguish’
is assumed. this assumption is supported by the Ved. pres. part. udvānt- ‘extinguishing,’ which
shows crossing with the present stem of ¹vā ‘to blow.’ on the latter see hoFFMann 1967, p. 26
(= 1976, pp. 466 f., cf. MaYhrhoFer 1992-2001, ii p. 538), who suggests that such crossing
could have come about by popular etymology and have originated in the homonymous past per-
fect participle vāta- of both roots and in Vedic in identical sigmatic aorist formations. 

14 the reading uzgrəmbiiō is found in M51 in both hn 2.8 and 26 and in the mss. 
G18a, k4 and M49 in Vyt 8.3 (55). k20 has uzgərəmbiiō in hn 2.8 and uzgrəmbaiiō hn 2.26.
WeSterGaard 1852-1854, pp. 296, 299, 311 edits uzgərəmbiiō in hn 2.8 and 26 and uzgrəmbiiō
in Vyt 8.3 (55). By contrast, BartholoMae 1904, cols. 526, 528, 529 n. 12 follows the reading
uzgrəmbaiiō of the ms. k20 in hn 2.26 and posits a secondary present stem uzgrəmbaiia-. While
küMMel 2000, p. 634 follows BartholoMae, PiraS 2000, pp. 52, 88 conjectures +uzgərəβniiō
‘di percepire,’ nom.sg. of pres.part.act. uzgərəβnaṇt-. kellenS 1984, p. 338 n. 5 comments that
the transmitted form uzgərəmbiiō is “profondément corrompue.” 
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kuiPer characterizes BartholoMae’s substantive frǝ̄rəṇti- as a morphological
Unding and as syntactically unsatisfactory. he rightly prefers the Vištāsp Yašt’s
variant reading frǝ̄rəṇti and identifies this form as the nom.sg.fem. of a participle
in agreement with the syntax of the preceding passages just quoted. although
kuiPer attempts no further analysis,15 his interpretation of frǝ̄rəṇti as a feminine
participle is accepted by SChindler 1982, p. 188 and by kellenS, who in his Verbe
avestique abandons his earlier interpretation of frǝ̄rəṇta as a loc.sg. of a ti-abstract.
But kellenS nevertheless neither analyses nor translates frǝ̄rəṇti and instead con-
siders the form to be “profondémont corrumpue.”16 however, it seems to me that
the situation is not quite as desperate as kellenS has it, for from a morphological
and syntactic point of view it is clear that the last part of the word frǝ̄rəṇti rep-
resents the nom.sg. of a feminine participle formed with the suffix -nt-. But what
is the first part of the word? 

although, as argued above, BartholoMae’s analysis of the form as a ti-ab-
stract is to be ruled out on morphological and syntactic grounds, his derivation
from the verb ar with preverb fra deserves further consideration. however, in his
dictionary entry ¹ar ‘to set oneself in motion,’ two homonymous roots ar are con-
flated, and such conflation is unfortunately perpetuated in kellenS and Pirart’s
glossary of the oav. texts, where two roots ar are posited, ¹ar ‘mettre en route’
and ²ar ‘se lever.’ they are semantically virtually identical and also form the same
types of present tense forms.17 an important contribution towards distinguishing
the different roots ar was made by helMut rix back in 1970 on the basis of the
Greek evidence,18 and his results are accepted in MaYrhoFer’s Etymologisches
Wörterbuch des Altindoarischen, where the roots ¹ar ‘to set in motion’ and ²ar ‘to
reach’ are posited. at this point a glance outside indo-iranian is helpful because
the two roots are clearly distinguishable in those ie languages which preserve the
colouring of the vowels a, e and o. the first of the two roots is represented by
latin orīrī ‘to rise’ and the Greek factitive ὄρνυμι ‘to stir, stir up, set in motion,’
the second by Greek ἔρχομαι ‘to go, come, arrive.’ the difference between the two
roots consists in the first radical, which is a laryngeal: the former starts with the
third (*h3er), the latter with the first laryngeal (*h1er). the two roots have become
homonymous in indo-iranian as a result of sound developments that are specific
to this language branch. Such developments entail the neutralisation of the contrast
between the three laryngeals and their eventual disappearance, and the merger of
the three vowels a, e and o into a. in both Vedic and avestan the two roots have
merged into ar and have to be distinguished in dictionaries by means of index

15 kuiPer 1939, p. 58.
16 kellenS 1984, p. 337, p. 338 note 5; kellenS 1995, p. 55 refrains from translating the

first four words of hn 2.9 and renders the following words as  ‘(...) sa propre âme-voyance
(dayanâ) lui apparaît sous la forme d’une belle jeune fille.’ 

17 BartholoMae 1904, cols. 183-184; kellenS, Pirart 1988-1991, vol. ii, p. 205. kellenS
1995b, pp. 9-10 distinguishes the roots ¹ar ‘se mettre en route,’ ²ar ‘mettre en movement’ and
³ar ‘détourner.’ 

18 rix 1970, pp. 98-100.
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numbers, ¹ar ‘to set oneself in motion’ and ²ar ‘to reach arrive.’ While both are
verbs of movement, the two roots contrast semantically in so far as the former lex-
icalises the beginning of a movement and incorporates an ingressive meaning,
while the latter focuses on reaching the destination of the movement and has an
intrinsically terminative character. 

attested forms are allocated to one or the other of the two roots by means of
formal and semantic criteria. as far as the present tense formations are concerned,
we are in the fortunate position that all present forms of any iir. root ar are charac-
terized by suffixes or by reduplication of the root. the root ¹ar ‘to set oneself in
motion’ (ie *h3or) forms a reduplicated present with both thematic and athematic
forms. alongside the reduplicated present, this root also forms a factitive present
*h3r̥-néu̯- ‘to set someone or something in motion,’ represented by Grk. ὄρνυμι ‘to
stir up, to set in motion.’ the av. present ǝrǝnauu- ‘to grant’ might also belong here,
although, as has been suggested, one  might posit yet another root ar ‘to grant’ (in
av. ašị- ‘reward’) for ǝrǝnauu-, as well as for ar ‘to fit’ (in av. ašạ- ‘truth, order,’
literally ‘what is fitted’), both of which would have an initial second laryngeal (ie
*h2er ).19 this problem, however, does not need to concern us further here.

evidence for the present stem of the terminative root ²ar ‘to reach, arrive’(ie
*h1er) is scarce in avestan, but oP attests the present -aṛsa-ti, a cognate of 
Ved. r̥cchá-ti ‘to arrive’ and Grk. ἔρχομαι. as far as the aorist is concerned, there
are both athematic and thematic root formations in the active and middle voices.
While the co-existence of athematic and thematic root formations from the same
root is common, what is unusual with ar is that there are middle root aorists along-
side active thematic aorists. the Vedic and avestan forms were examined by 
Martin küMMel in an attempt to disentangle them and allocate them to one or the
other of the two roots. elaborating on a suggestion by neiSSer in 1924, küMMel
argues that middle root aorists belong with the root ¹ar < ie *h3er ‘to set oneself
in motion’ and that they form a paradigm with the reduplicated present, while the
thematic active aorist of the type Ved. ára-t belongs with the root ²ar < ie *h1er
‘to reach’ and forms a paradigm with the inchoative present of the type Ved. r̥cchá-
ti. küMMel corroborates his conclusion with examples for the syntactic coordina-
tion of forms of the inchoative present and the thematic active aorist, such as 

tS 2.3.5.2 (= 5.6.5) táṃ yákṣma ārchad. rā́jānaṃ yákṣma ārad íti. 
Consumption reached him. “Consumption has just reached the king” (they say).20

Vedic also provides attestations for the thematic aorist in composition with the
preverb prá. here the semantic difference between the two homonymous roots
tends to be neutralised because in pra-ar the focus shifts from the end point of the
movement to the starting point:21

19 on the two ie roots *h2er see küMMel, rix 2001, pp. 269-271. the various iir. roots ar
are surveyed by hintze 2000, pp. 73 f. and by küMMel 2000, pp. 253-255.

20 küMMel 2000, p. 258.
21 küMMel 2000, p. 261.
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rV 1.49.3 váyaś cit te patatríṇo dvipác cátuṣpad arjuni |
úṣaḥ prā́rann r̥tū́m̐r ánu divó ántebhyas pári ||
even the winged birds and the two-footed and four-footed, o silvery
dawn, have set forth following your regulations of time, from the ends of
heaven – (JaMiSon, Brereton 2014 vol. i, p. 162).

in avestan, only one form of the active aorist of ²ar ‘to reach’ has been recog-
nised to date, the 1sg. form ārǝm in Y 43.10, and even that is disputed.22 this form
could be either thematic or athematic: 

Y 43.10 ārmaitī hacimnō īt̰ ārəm
accompanied by right-mindedness, i have arrived here. 

a second example could be present in our form frǝ̄rǝṇti, which then falls into
place as the participle of the active thematic aorist of fra-ar-a- of the root ²ar ‘to
reach,’23 as illustrated in table 1:

table 1 - Present and aorist Formations of ie *h3er and *h1er

22 kellenS, Pirart 1988-1991, Vol. ii, p. 205 interpret ārəm as an adv. ‘de manière appro-
prié’ and conjecture *idā arǝm in order to achieve four syllables and the equivalent of Ved.
arám. the form is, however, better interpreted as the 1sg. aor.act. of ar ‘to reach, arrive’ with
preverb ā, see küMMel 2000, p. 263 with fn. 24 (references).  

23 Pirart 2001, p. 105 was close to the solution proposed here when he considered the possibility
of reading frǝ̄rəṇti as found in Vyt 8.4 (56), although he interpreted it as the nom.sg. of the present
participle of the verb ar, the meaning of which he posited as ‘s’avancer.’ he rejected the idea
on the grounds that a middle participle, rather than the active, would be expected from this root.

24 on Grk. ἔρχομαι cf. küMMel, rix 2001, p. 238 note 8, where the possibility is considered
that the verb could also belong to *h1erĝʰ ‘to mount.’ 

*h3er *h1er

Meaning ‘to set (oneself) in motion’ ‘to reach, arrive’

aktionsart 
(kind of action)

ingressive terminative

Present reduplicated *h3i-h3er-(e/o/)-
av. uz-iiōraiti Vd 19.28
Ved. úd-iyarti

Present factitive *h3 r̥-néu̯- ‘to set someone/ something
in motion’
Ved. r̥ṇóti
Grk. ὄρνῡμι

Present inchoative *h1r̥-skê/o- ‘to reach’
Ved. r̥cchá-ti
oP -ạrsa-ti
Grk. ἔρχομαι 24
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although in comparison to the system of the old avestan verb where distinct
present, aorist and perfect stems still function along the lines of the ie tense-aspect
system, Young avestan has largely lost the functional opposition between present
and aorist stems, it still has an impressive range of forms which are morphologi-
cally aorists.26 one might even consider that in the context of the hn and Vyt, the
aorist might be an archaic feature in view of the fact that the text exhibits old
avestan traces, in particular the repeated form sadaiieiti, which the mss. of the Vyt
consistently spell with the oav. -d-. the latter is also found in the attestations of
the hāδōxt nask alongside Yav. -δ-.27 there are also occasional forms ending in
a long vowel, for example in Vyt 8.4 of the manuscript hM1 (fol. 13v line 1),
where the form daēnā, which immediately follows our expression, is corrected to
daēna secunda manu. 

that the form frǝ̄rəṇti describes the movement of the daēnā was already sug-
gested by Gnoli in 1994.28 although he accepted Bartholomae’s reading and analysis,
he drew attention to the variant reading frǝ̄rəṇti in Vyt 8.4 (56) and to Middle Persian
versions of the story, all of which highlight the movement of the dēn towards the
soul. in particular, when discussing the expression kunišn ī frāzrōn weh on a Sasanian
seal from the Mochiri collection, Gnoli convincingly argued that the expression
means ‘the action that advances (is) good.’ the hapax legomenon frāzrōn describes
the movement of the ‘action,’ which equals the Dēn, towards the soul. the inscription
is written around a female figure holding a flower in her hand, and Gnoli ingeniously
interpreted the seal as representing the Dēn “at the moment when she is coming 
in the form of a beautiful young woman to meet the soul of whoever possesses the
seal. She holds a flower, which recalls the fragrant breeze surrounding her.”29

almut hintze

25 the attestation of this and of other forms of the  root aorist are quoted in context by küM-
Mel 2000, pp. 256 f. 

26 kellenS 1984, pp. 375-376.
27 the mss. of the hāδōxt nask here have the expected Yav. saδaiieiti immediately follow-

ing +frǝ̄rəṇti (hn 2.9), and in uzg(ə)rəmbiiiō saδaiieiti (hn 2.8) and +vīδārəmnō saδaiieiti (hn
2.7), but the form with -d- in hn 2.7 viiusą sadaiieiti (sadaiiaēiti k20 M51) and upa.vāuuō
sadaiieiti. in the Vištāsp Yašt the form occurs with -d- in Vyt 8.3 (55) viiusą sadaiieiti (sadaiiata
G18a k4 M49), vīδārəmnō sadaiieiti (k4, sadaiieite M49, vīdārəmnō saδaiieiti hM1), and
uzgrəmbiiō sadaiieiti (k4, sadaiieite G18a, saδaiieiti M49 hM1). 

28 Gnoli 1993 [1994], p. 84 n. 34; 1994, p. 297 with fn. 26.
29 Gnoli 1993 [1994], p. 82.

*h3er *h1er
aorist *h3er-/*h3 r̥-

root aor. middle 
av. uz-ārǝšuuā Y 33.12
Ved. prá … ārta25

Grk. ὦρτο ‘rose up’

*h1er(e/o-)
root or them. aor. act.
oav. ārǝm Y 43.10
Ved. prá-āran (3pl.)

aorist participle av. frǝ̄rǝṇt- hn 2.9, Vyt 8.4
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in the account of the encounter with the Dēn in kirdēr’s inscription at Sar
Mašhad, the adverb ōrōn ‘hither’ takes the place of frāzrōn, the attribute of kunišn
on the seal:

kSM 35 d26 W kʿn n(Y)Šh-1 (py)tʾk [M]n hwl(s)ʾ(n ʾ)wrwny YʾtWn-t
ud nūn zan-ēw paydāg az xwarasān ōrōn āmad
‘and now a woman (is) visible having come hither from the east.’30

elsewhere the Pahlavi texts have instead padīrag ‘towards’ with the verb
āmadan, raftan or būdan, for instance 

Mx 2.125 ʾP-š zk Y nPŠh nywkꞌ kwnšn pṯꞌ knykꞌ klpꞌ ʿl ptylkꞌ YʾtWn-yt31

u-š ān ī xwēš nēk kunišn pad kanīg kirb ō padīrag āyēd
then his own good deeds come to meet him in the form of a maiden.

irBd 30.14 did kanīg kirb padīrag rasēd
then the form of a maiden approaches (the soul).

irBd 30.21 ēd paydāg kū harw kas kunišn ī xwēš padīrag bawēd
it is revealed that each person’s own conduct confronts (the person).32

the Pahlavi translation franāft sahēd ‘she seems advanced’ of the avestan ex-
pression frǝ̄rəṇti saδaiieiti is in agreement with the Middle Persian sources just
quoted in so far as it likewise describes the movement of the dēn, although the verb
used here is franāftan ‘to advance, to promote, propagate.’ elsewhere in the Pahlavi
versions of avestan texts, the verb franāftan translates avestan fra-var ‘to choose,
confess,’ in particular in combination with the daēnā- māzadiiasni-, for example 

Vd 19.2 zaraϑuštrō ahunəm vairīm frasrāuuaiiōit̰
yaϑā ahū vairiiō ... tā ... vāstārəm
āpō vaŋ ͮ hīš frāiiazaēta vaŋhuiiā° dāitiiaiiā°,
daēnąm māzdaiiasnīm fraorənaēta
druxš hē stərətō apa.duuarat̰ 
zarathustra used to recite the Ahuna vairya:
“as he is to be chosen by life …” up to “… as a herdsman.”
he used to worship the good waters of the Good Dāityā.
he used to choose the Mazdā-worshipping Belief.
deceit, stricken by him, ran away.

The Advance of the Daēnā

30 Slightly different is the interpretation of GiGnoux 1991, pp. 83 and 96 (‘et maintenant
une femme apparaît venant de l’est’) and of SkJærVø 1983, p. 281 (‘and now a woman appears,
coming from the east’), as their translation suggests that they take ōrōn as forming a phrase
with the preceding az xwarasān. Cf. also kellenS 1975, p. 463 (where, however, YʾtWnyt is
written), who translates ‘et une jeune fille est venue visiblement du côté de l’est.’

31 ankleSaria 1913, p. 23. 
32 ankleSaria 1956, pp. 258-259, 260-261. 
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the words daēnąm māzdaiiasnīm fraorənaēta are translated as u-š dēn ī
māzdesnān franāft ‘and he advanced the religion of the Mazdāworshipper.’ the
Pahlavi translation franāft sahēd ‘she seems advanced’ of Vyt 8.4 (55) frǝ̄rəṇti sa-
daiieiti ‘she seems advancing’ could thus entail that what approaches (frǝ̄rəṇti) the
soul after death is exactly what the person had promoted (franāft) during lifetime.
the actions which zarathustra performs in Vd 19.2 are included among those that
the good daēnā enumerates in the ensuing dialogue between the soul and the
daēna in the hāδōxt nask 2.13 and Vištāsp Yašt 8.7 (59) quoted above, p. 2. the
scenario depicted in the Middle Persian sources thus agrees perfectly with the
meaning of the expression av. frǝ̄rəṇti sadaiieiti yā huua daēna ‘his own daēnā
seems advancing.’
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